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President: Ray Gamble www.colchesterforum.co.uk
facebook@RotaryClubofColchesterForum
Club MeetingsClub
Meetings
June 2017
1st

The Mayor’s Year - Julie
Young

VoT:

President Ray

8th

Colchester Rugby Club Karl O’Brien

VoT/H: Peter Hill
15th

Club Assembly

VoT/H: Andrew Crayston
22nd

Business Meeting /FB

OoR

David Priest

29th

Handover - Colchester
Golf Club

VoT

President

PRESIDENT’S
NIGHT
We had a brilliant
evening at Wivenhoe
House last week to
celebrate our
President’s year.
Seen here is President
Ray with DG Terry
Dean and AG Pauline
Dean toasting the
evening and also (left)
with John Russell &
Andrew Crayston.
An enjoyable evening
and a tribute to Ray's
presidency.

July 2017
6th

Peter Powell

13th

TBA

20th

Kevin Morton,
Football Referee

27th

!

Business Meeting /FB

Colchester Castle …
Why did Forum members choose to sleep
in cardboard boxes at the back of
Colchester Castle this month?Joining
them were Will Quince, Roger, Bishop of
Colchester and Mayor Julie Young. See
inside for full story.

In this issue: President’s Ramblings, President’s night, Colchester Scout
group, Getting to know you, Woolverstone Project, Glitz & Glamour,
RYLA, the Big Sleep Out, Junior Youth Speaks and much more!
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PRESIDENT’S RAMBLINGS

Editors: Jo Portway
& Colin Bennett

We all keep saying how
quickly the year speeds past
and it's punctuated by regular
events that remind us of this,
for example Six Nations at the
start of the year, followed by
the Boat Race, London
Marathon, end of football
season, Chelsea Flower
Show, Wimbledon and so on.
Added to that endless list has
to be the changeover of
Forum Presidents. Ray says it's
been a quick year and he's
enjoyed his year. I am not sure
we thank our Presidents
enough for stepping up to the
plate and steering the club
along the year (which has been
very sad at times) so I will
offer Ray our gratitude here
and tell Peter Powell he has a
hard act to follow. We've had
some amusing incidents
throughout Ray's year and
knowing Peter, that tradition
will continue. I think, like the
Chinese, we should name our
years - so that was 2016/17 the
“Year of the Ray" and here's to
the "Year of the Peter". Many
thanks Ray and good luck
Peter.
My thanks to all the
contributors for their
submissions in this issue - just
keep 'em coming or we'll have
blank pages. It takes a long
while to put each issue
together and my apologies to
those I keep chasing for copy.
Hopefully you're happy with
the result.

Jo has reminded me that these will be the last Obiter Dicta ramblings of my
year. I cannot believe that the time has gone so
quickly but there are still plenty of things to
come such as the fifth Thursday Handover at
the golf club on 29th June. My thanks as ever
to Alan T for organising it.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
all members for their contributions to the
wellbeing of Forum. I pay a special tribute to
Tony for his stressful work in organising the
Big Sleepout at Castle Park that raised about
£12000 to be split between Beacon House and
the local branch of the Samaritans. We were
supported by the Colchester MP, the Mayor
and the Bishop who dressed in his ecumenical
onesie!
I also received a lot of support from the club
for my President’s Night when we enjoyed a
lovely time at Wivenhoe House. With the
magician Martyn Rowland performing
superbly it really was a magical evening! I thanked Hunnaballs and
Boydens for their sponsorship and I thank them again.
Ian D put in a lot of time checking out
venues and music with me before I
decided on Wivenhoe House. The venue
did not disappoint and I give credit to
Katie there who was so helpful to me and
to Ian, and Peter P who organised the table
plans and menus, and most importantly
got the money in!! A special thank you to
Nick Clarke for his poetic grace.
Jenny and I will be enjoying our caravan
later this week, which is already a busy
one. I have Alderman duties with the former Mayors’ dinner on 23/5 and
Mayor Making on the following day, when we will say goodbye to the
outgoing Mayor and hello to the incoming Mayor, Cllr Gerard Oxford.
I will say it again no doubt but as this is my last ramble I would like to wish
Peter P every success as the incoming President – I am sure that he will
enjoy the experience as much as I have.
Ray x

Have a scorching June!
Jo

!

June

4th
4th
14th
17th
21st
29th
Sept
22nd
29th
October 14th

DIARY DATES:
Ian Dewis’ Fun cycle ride from Fordham Three Horseshoes
Teddy Bear’s Picnic
Careers Talks at Iceni School. 9am -10.30
Tea party at Cas & Julie’s
Careers Talks at Layer de la Haye school 9am-10.30
President’s Handover meeting
District 1240 Conference
Forum at Arundel until 2nd October
End Polio Now
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Meeting report - 4th May

!Julie

8th Colchester Scout Group - Julie Chandler by Colin Bennett

Chandler gave us a very interesting and
illustrated talk about the Scout movement and in
particular the challenges and rewards of running her
8th Scout group, here in Colchester at Greenstead.
She confided
that this was
only her
s e c o n d
attempt at a
p u b l i c
presentation
but I must
say,
the
clarity and
interest held
our
full
attention and
left
us
wanting to hear more, rather than less, of her
fantastic work with her young ones.
Whilst Julie was not there to give us a history lesson,
it was intriguing to be reminded of the events leading
to the movement which today has 400,000 young
scouts in the UK and 31 million globally.
1907 Founded by Lord Baden Powell on Brownsea
Island
1910 Membership of 108,000 all aged 10 to
14 years
1916 Wolf cubs introduced for boys
younger than 10
1920 Beaver scouts introduced for boys older
than 14
1990 Girls allowed to join (about time too!)
Today in England, nobody is more than 10
miles from a scout troup. Would you believe that 11
of the 12 men who walked on the moon were all
scouts? That’s what I call preparation!! From
Beaver, cubs, scouts and explorers the scout
movement caters for youngsters from 6 to 18 years of
age. The Scout Network is supported by those 18 –
25, with those older providing Scout Active Support.
Julie’s dad was a founder scout in the 8th Colchester
group in 1960 and it became clear that he and his
family have been instrumental in encouraging,
supporting and maintaining the group ever since.
Julie’s talk was well illustrated with slides showing
scouts enjoying various activities, such as lighting
fires, firefighting (hopefully NOT in consequence of

lighting them in the first place!!) , building boats and
disability awareness. (blindfold activities to
appreciate the tasks of the unsighted). She went to

!some length to tell us about how her group have

learned to deal with and help those youngsters who
have been diagnosed with ADHD (Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity
Disorder) – a
name which
actively
illustrates the
problem.
It
was
emphasised
that this is not
a naughty
children
label, but a
recognisable
problem
which seems to occur in clusters. In Julie’s group
there are no less than 8 children with this form of
autism, which causes restlessness, fidgeting and can
lead to the child running away. Medication does help
but they really need a one-to-one to protect them
from their diminished sense of danger.
In the Greenstead area, affordability is always an
issue. At the 8th group, the charge is £30 per
term which has to be subsidised in order to
provide treats and little Christmas presents. This
investment, together with the dedication of
people like Julie, has
a very positive impact
on the young,
Amongst the benefits, we
can identify, we see
increased confidence, the
product of a well rounded
individual as well as a
useful tick in the box of
experience on a CV.

!In

his vote of thanks, Alan Tindall made the
observation that the scouting movement has changed
as the world has moved on. Indeed we owe debt of
gratitude to all those leaders who have overseen that
change for the benefit of so many, for so long.

!

Grandchildren’s sayings
Children's Logic: "Give me a sentence about a public servant", said the teacher. The small boy wrote: "The
fireman came down the ladder, pregnant." The teacher took the lad aside to correct him. "Do you know what
pregnant means?", she asked. "Yes", replied the young boy confidently. 'It means carrying a child."
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Getting to know you ….Terry Belcher

!Where were you born? I was

What is your 'pet hate' that makes your
hackles rise? My pet hate, for all the
obvious health reasons, is the fouling by
dogs in public places. I hold the owners
responsible and am glad that the law is
now attempting to tackle this anti-social
problem.

born in Guy’s Hospital,
Southwark, where my family
had lived for generations. Our
home was bombed towards the
end of WWII (with me inside
as a baby – that explains a lot),
and our family were
subsequently evacuated to
Southend, where I grew up. I
moved to Great Bentley, North
Essex when I married my first
wife Margaret in 1969.

Who is the person/people who has/have
influenced you the most? The person
who influenced my professional life for
many years was the charismatic late
Stanley Bragg. I very much enjoyed
working for him over many years.

When did you join Rotary? I
joined Brightlingsea Rotary in
1985 after hearing about the
good works of the organisation
from an architect colleague,
and later transferred from that
club to Colchester Forum in
1988, after meeting David
London who had come to
give a talk at Brightlingsea.

What is the unlikely interest that
engages your curiosity? I’ve always
been personally & professionally
interested in lighting, and what this can
bring to all types of settings. Good
lighting can enhance environments and
create such a variety of ambiences.
Who in history/now is the person you
would most like to buy a pint & a pie?
I’d very much like to meet up with the
architect Richard Rogers, and discuss
his concepts & realisations over a
vegetarian pie & pint, or even a chilled
glass of something.

What do you think is the best
thing Rotary has done a)
Internationally & b) Locally?
Along with all my fellow
club members, I most admire
R o t a r y ’s i n t e r n a t i o n a l
What piece of wisdom would you pass
contribution towards to the
on
to a child? Look; listen & learn.
Fundraising with Forum
eradication of polio worldwide.
colleagues Stephen Penrose
On a local level I have been
What is the philosophy that underpins your
& John Threlfall
impressed by the work of our
life? That family is all. This leads me onto
International Committee on
the event/s that perhaps have altered me the
raising funds for the charity Water Aid.
most, which was undoubtedly the birth of my
children.
What would you like to see it do - money
unlimited? If money was unlimited, then I would
What is the most surprising thing about you that
like to see Rotary working worldwide, with
people don’t know? I celebrated my 70th birthday
various NGO’s, on the reduction of the vast
in North Wales, sailing over a disused quarry on a
inequalities experienced by people, such as in
zip wire with my son. Fantastic!
access to health care; sanitation; education &
opportunity. Of course these would only become
How would you spend a fantasy 24 hours with no
possible with the cessation of global conflicts. Ah
travel restrictions? Taking my ecologist son &
“If I ruled the world”……………..
wildlife crazy grandson for a quick trip to the
Galapagos Islands.
How would you describe Rotary to a
stranger? Groups of like-minded people coming
What is the way you would like to be
together to create & support initiatives to improve
remembered? As a loving parent who always tried
people’s lives both locally & internationally.
to do his best for them.

!
!

!
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Meeting Report - 11th May !
Woolverstone Project - Andy Beharrell by Jo Portway

!

!!

The Woolverstone Project
is one of the largest
volunteers to hoist people
Sailability Centres in the
aboard the boats if they are
UK and in 2016 held 417
unable to climb aboard alone.
sailing sessions. These
The Trimarans they have are
involved 1350 sailors,
sailed by the most competent
1,055 carers supported by
sailors and are fast and
406 volunteers. The peak
thrilling to sail; the Wayfarers
month for the project was
are easily adapted so the user
August when they offered
can sail them easily and some
opportunities for 227
boats even accommodate
sailors, 193 carers all
carers aboard so they can
supported by 35
enjoy the fun too. Tony Dutch
volunteers. The project
asked Andy if there would be
worked with and provided
any chance of some kind of
sailing experience during
link with the Young Carers we have been helping this
2016 to 7 disability schools and 14 disability
past couple of years and he said he would be happy
organisations.
to have a conversation to see how we could take
In 2015 – the 20th Anniversary of the
a joint event forward together.
Woolverstone Project – a document was
One of the most surprising boats to see were
produced proposing changes to the Project
the Wheel boats (funded by Wheely Boats
to help the group prepare for the next 20
Trust) which enables wheelchair users to wheel
years. One of the proposals was for the
aboard via a rising and falling ramp at the bow
creation of a structure to include a new
of the boat. And they can speed along at a fair
Sailors Committee.
rate of knots too.
The purpose of the committee is to provide a
Andy ended by giving us some stories about very
forum, representing the sailing member’s views
inspirational people such as Geoff Hobbs (responsible
and to use their skills and enthusiasm to a greater
for most sailing now available for disabled people) who
extent. The main intention behind this committee is that
was a professional sailor
sailors are directly associated with the project
before becoming disabled.
and are engaged more closely with its aims and
He has a future aim of
objectives.
sailing around the world
They aim to find out what sailors find difficult
with a crew of only
to manage and why ? It may be because of
disabled people. He also
‘hidden’ impairments such as a hearing or
told us about Hilary Lister
visual impairment or they may be learning
who has sailed around
disabilities that ‘others’ at the project need to be
Britain and has completed
mindful of. Most physical disabilities are not
many other trips. Hilary is
‘hidden’ and the difficulties the sailors face are
paraplegic and can only
varied and challenging, assistance may be
sail via a sip and puff
required to manage their needs.
system of straws (one
We were told, with obvious enthusiasm, more
straw for direction, one
about the project by trustee Andy Beharrell who
Andy, President Ray and John
for sails and one for navigation
came to see us today with Chairman John
system). So totally
Wilkinson.
inspirational.
The sailing they offer is for people of any age with any
In fact Andy said all the people they help to sail teach
disability. Andy gave us a practical demonstration of
them, the volunteers, and everyone they come into
how a mobile phoned linked in to an app can direct a
contact with, just how much can be done with such
visually impaired person to go in the right direction. It
commitment.
was a fascinating piece of audio compass equipment
The project needs £20K per year to run and continue to
that many a sailor would find useful - let alone one with
help people and John gave us details of the ‘Friends of
visual disability!
Woolverstone Project’ : www.woolverstoneproject.org.uk
The project was founded in 1993 by RHYA and is based
for more details.
at Alton Water and Woolverstone. There is a fleet of 22
David Boyden gave a rousing vote of thanks - and
boats and Andy went on to describe some of the types
praised Andy’s enthusiasm for his subject, stating the
and class of boats. With a huge amount of lead in them
whole charity deserves to be applauded for the work
to act as ballast, the boats are extremely stable and
they do.
steady. They systems they have onshore enables the
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Meeting Report 18th May - Backstage Glitz & Glamour - Emily Louise Palmer

!Glitz and glamour?

I thought that’s
what the actors got on the red carpet and
as they receive thunderous applause
from an appreciative audience. It does
not seem those supporting the theatrical
cast get any of the limelight but Emily
and her assistant Alexa came to give us
their side of the drama.
Emily explained she was CSM at the
Mercury Theatre (Company Stage
Manager) and that the four in her team
can interchange roles. The hexagonal
shape of the 480 seat theatre presents
challenges as does the very small off
stage work areas. Everything that
happens on stage is written down, that is
cues for all sound movement and light.
As part of that Emily has to be able to
read music well and although she did
not say in her presentation, I discovered
she is an accomplished musician with
an MA from
Guildford College
of Music and
Drama. The
system of cues
and prompts
works on a traffic
light system
which must be
head
and
shoulders better than the proliferation of lights
down the Northern Approach Road!!
We were treated to slides from recent shows and

reminded that the Mercury is one the few rep.
theatres with its own staging workshop. The sets
need to be accommodated in our fairly small stage
area but be expandable for larger theatres when the
show moves around the country (and abroad).
Model boxes are constructed of the sets and the

reality of these small scale productions can
be seen from the photos. If the box sets
don’t work, them neither would a full scale
construction. We saw slides from the
Spamalot production, Bang Bang and the
Dick Whittington pantomime. All provided
artistic, mechanical, budgetary and time
challenges. The Sweeny Todd secrets of the
barber’s chair and trap door were revealed!!
The slides also illustrated the inspirational
staging at St Martins Church where a totally
young cast played Romeo and Juliet. Here
pages of the book were suspended from the
ceiling. Emily then went on to tell us of the
forthcoming productions, emphasising the
plans and challenges of making the these
effective and entertaining. Looking further
ahead, plans to knock down Mercury House
and rebuild are much needed to give more
space to match the scale of theatrical
ambition, and to
give the enthusiastic and
talented back stage staff
room to continue to
make productions which
will enhance the
existing high reputation
of the Mercury as one of
the most important
repertory theatres.
Mary asked about
funding and Emily
mentioned in house
funding, grants,
lottery funding and
local business and
other organisations.
Richard asked about
cooperation with the
Headgate and other theatres and we were told
about the help and advice that is given.
Peter asked about the Mercury’s own workshop
and Emily explained that the sets for different
shows can be hired and indeed, one set for a
particular show can be interchangeable and used in
a different show.
Colin offered our vote of thanks underlining the
skill of these young ladies and emphasising the
need for the Community to support the expansion
plans ahead so as to preserve and build on the
good fortune we have with our town’s theatrical
reputation.
CNB

!
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RYLA - Rotary Youth Leadership Awards by Terry Belcher

!

As an observer
I attended the
morning session of the
North Essex heat at
the East Mersea
Outdoor Activity
Centre on Sunday 7
May. Notwithstanding
the cold weather I very
much enjoyed watching the two teams work together
to solve problems each activity presented amidst
much fun and laughter.
Students from the Stanway, Philip Morant,
Colchester Academy and East Bergholt schools plus
three Explorer Scouts took part being sponsored by
Forum,
Colchester Trinity and Colchester
Centurion.
T h e C e n t r e ’s s i t e
i n s t r u c t o r s
are experienced in
how to quickly, with
the use of games, get
these hitherto relative
s t r a n g e r s w o rk i n g
together
and
performing as a team.
They are, as to be
expected, very safety conscious and continuously
monitor each participant as they undertake the event
task.
It does not take long for those individuals who possess
and display good reasoning and communication skills
to shine through and develop as the tasks progress.
The ability to lead without dictating but listen and
w h e r e
appropriate
incor porate
the views of
other team
members is
one of the
leadership
qualities the
assessors are
looking for.
To m a k e
certain all have the opportunity to display their
aptitude the instructors give every individual the
opportunity to lead, sometimes having to mute
individuals that attempt to interfere.
I witnessed two of the many amazing installations at
the Centre. The first was “Low Ropes” a complex set
of tasks that test balance and how by team

collaboration
each team
m e m b e r
ir respective
of gender
and ability
with the cooperation/encouragement of all team members can
successfully complete the set task.
The second was “Kit Karts”. The challenge being to
assemble a pre made wooden kart with the aid of
drawings and written instructions - (what in my day
was called a soap- box cart). Then with the
assembled kart
compete in
distance and time
trials with
momentum
provided by a
series of earth
ramps – great
fun.
Tw o f u r t h e r
challenges took
place in the afternoon - “Adventure Course” and
“Team Challenge”.
A total of 60 students took part in the three Essex
heats with 22 being selected to attend the District
final at Danbury Outdoor Centre from 19 - 21 May
of whom 9 were from North Essex! That’s a real
achievement.
Clearly there is much time and work dedicated by
many Rotarians to make these events such a
success with the feedback from the students being
very positive.
John Russell
has been
involved with
RYLA for the
past 8 years
and in the last
two
has
organised and
managed the
North Essex
heat with Cas Morehen and members from the
other Colchester Clubs acting as assessors. Forum
is rightly grateful to John for his time, expertise and
dedication.
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THE BIG SLEEP OUT by Tony Dutch
After spending the week
although most of my body was reasonably warm the
looking at the weather
bottom of my legs and feet were pretty cold. The feeling
forecast the
is just starting to come back!
e v e n i n g o f Will Quince, Bishop Roger, DG Terry Dean,
S a t u r d a y 6 t h Tony Dutch, Mayor Julie Young and Beacon I did get some sleep but I
wouldn’t recommend
House’s Vivienne Wiggins
May arrived
sleeping overnight on a hard
overcast but
floor
as you need to keep
fortunately dry.
changing position. The last
We s e t u p
two voices I heard before I
A n d r e w
dozed off were Peter Hill and
Crayston’s tent
Peter Powell. Unbelievably
Tony &
which was to
when I awoke around 5.30
Richard
house our hot
the first two voices I heard
drinks area and
were Peter Hill and Peter
was manned by volunteers from The Samaritans. (All
Powell! They can talk for England. (‘Pot, kettle, black’ the tea, coffee etc. were kindly donated by Tesco –
Ed)
Highwoods and McDonald’s). Gradually our
Around 7am everyone was up and about and most of us
participants arrived and began to set up various sleeping
trooped off to our kindly donated. McDonald’s
arrangements most of which were built out of cardboard
breakfast
bicycle packaging and of varying designs at the rear of
which was
the Castle.
g r e a t l y
As it was Craig Newnes of
appreciated.
McDonalds birthday Sue
We s h o u l d
Bennett had made him an
raise in excess
amazing cake in the shape of
of £11,000 and
a Cheeseburger and we all
my grateful
sang Happy Birthday to him.
thanks to all
There was much socialising
“Forumites”
and chatting
who helped
The best sight of the evening
make this a
Men watch, woman does …
Peter H, Dom, Tony, Sue B,
was the Bishop of
successful
event.
Also
Andrew Crayston &
Richard, Kevin, Peter P and
Colchester’s purple onesie
sincere
thanks
to
all
Sue Bennett
Ceri Rodgers
with a white fur lined hood
the participants and
which he said was his
our guests the Mayor
“episcopal onesie”
Julie Young, The Bishop of Colchester Roger and Will
Quince deserve our thanks for sleeping out with us.
Gradually as it got dark people started to settle down in
their outdoor boudoirs. I slept in a very good sleeping
I couldn’t believe it when some asked if we would be
bag on top of a water proof sheet. Unfortunately I had
doing the event next year. I am not sure my stress levels
forgotten to wear my thick socks and long johns and
could stand it!!

!

And from participant David Boyden -

A night shared with our Historic Past

!

I pen these notes after
the ‘BIG SLEEP OUT’
last night organised by
Rotary Club of
Colchester Forum.
There is a cold north
Philip & David Boyden.
wind, temperature
around 12°c and the
swallows have just arrived in my garden – summer
must be here? Or it is coming soon!

It was pretty chilly last night but we all survived to
witness a predicted £11,000 to be shared by The
Samaritans and Beacon House Charities.
It was an experience which made me reflect on just how
fortunate we all are. None of us would want to sleep out
there every night - thankfully our cardboard boxes were
not put to the test by heavy rain! It was not a
comfortable experience but a satisfying and privileged
one and an experience I will always treasure and
remember - I hope I never have to experience it for real.
It was an experience which made me realise that we
need to help get all of the unfortunate people sleeping
rough off the streets of Colchester NOW.

The Bulletin of the Rotary Club of Colchester Forum
It was humbling to
sleep in a box
inches from the
near elevations of
our historic castle.
I don’t think
previous occupiers
of the Castle would
have left us resting
on their doorstep!
Laying there and
looking up the floodlit brickwork will be with me for
life now - a privileged opportunity I am glad I grasped.
Yes you may ask – have I lost the plot?! No I shared a
moment in Colchester’s Historic Past.

!

1 June 2017
To be part of a group of fundraisers, representatives of
the charities and our very own Colchester dignitaries
who gave up their warm beds to share the experience
with us showed the community coming together
including the Mayor of Colchester Mrs Julie Young,
The Bishop of Colchester and our Colchester MP Mr
Will Quince – a special thank you to all of you.
Thank you also to my young son Philip who shared the
experience with me too. Above and beyond the call of
duty! Finally, thank you for all your generous
donations, our final Boydens collection towards the
total will be in the region of £1400.00 but if you feel
you wish to add to the donations, you can do so at:
h t t p s : / / w w w. j u s t g i v i n g . c o m / c r o w d f u n d i n g /
boydensbigsleep

And from another fellow participant - Colin Bennett

A Sleepers Perspective
I was not
cheating!!
I
know cardboard
was the choice
of roofing
material and I
had a small
coffin-like tent.
Will Quince, Richard Porter &
But lots of
Kevin Sturdy
homeless use
tents – I know –
we give them to those in need from Beacon House.
The wedding reception in the castle provided absolutely
no interruption which is more than I can say for a small
group of inebriates identifying
with the problems of alcohol.
But I have an in- built
mechanism borne from the
experience of falling asleep in
front of the television.
I
turned off at 10.30pm for
about 5 hours sleep, in spite of
a cool 7C breeze.

to help his electioneering prospects. Pity he had to miss
the McDonalds complimentary breakfast.
To n y h a s
given thanks
and listed all
t h o s e
participants
and others
who helped
make this
event so
successful. I
echo that
appreciation.

Andrew finding a good use for those
advertising boards

Dom showing us his

The dawn chorus started at
handiwork
4.30am joined by the
early wakers half an The Samaritans did a brilliant job of
running the refreshments tent
hour later. I was so
Does Peter looked convinced impressed with Will
his accommodation is up to
Quince who slept
standard?
(well, I understand)
on a miniscule bit of
foam with no covering other than his sleeping bag.
Perhaps the effort of delivering 7000 leaflets
during the day helped him sleep. But he was up
and away at 8am ready to do more

!

!

That success is not just the
measurement of cash raised
which in itself was substantial.
Far more important, in my view
was the networking between
our charities, some very
influential participants, and the
Rotary movement itself, which
will have benefits for all
involved for a long time to
come.
And finally from Vice
President Peter Powell
summing up the whole
event: It was fun,
fellowship, fundraising
and freezing!
Huge congratulations to
everyone who took part.

!
!

facebook@RotaryClubofColchesterForum
====== ======= ======= ======= ======= ======= ======= ======= =
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Award for
David Judge
Rotary International
made an award to
David Judge for ‘All
the years, time,
energy and service’ he
put into Rotary to
help make it an
outstanding success.
Our thanks to
Christine Judge for
letting us have these
pictures and for
keeping the memory
of David alive.

!
!
!

!
!

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

The travels of Gus - Venice May 3rd to 8th
My staff (the Jones’ & Thorps) arranged this trip to Venice for me. I am glad to say that I had a great time and they seemed
to enjoy themselves as well. While there we visited the Doges Palave, Meseum Ronner (the Imperial Palace), Murano, for
the glass, numerous churches and museums and many restaurants. One of the highlights was the Damien Hurst Exhibition.

This is my first
breakfast in Venice and
NO bacon and eggs!

These Venetian
masks are so pretty,
I can hardly 'bear' it.

Staff at lunch, I am people
watching.

Whose baby?
Did you guess the
baby last month?
It was, of course,
John Russell.

My last Menu Touristique
lunch. Then off to the water
taxi to the airport.

Contact:TheRaceSecr
etary, AuldNag’sFolly,
Age Concern
Colchester, Winsleys
House, High Street,
Colchester CO1 1UG!
Ring: 01206 368420

!
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President’s Night
Just a few of the pictures of the 100 or so people who attended Ray’s
night at Wivenhoe House. An outstanding magician, Martyn Rowland
toured the tables as well as performing an end of evening act, and
4Front barber shop quarter completed the entertainment. What a
wonderful evening.

!
!
!
!

!
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JUNIOR YOUTH SPEAKS - by Cas Morehen

!On 22nd May the Junior
Yo u t h
Speaks
competition was held in
the Council Chamber of
Colchester Town Hall.
The competition is for
students in year 6 or
below. The guest of
honour was the Mayor
of Colchester,
Councillor Julie Young,
who has now attended
all three public speaking
competitions arranged
by Colchester Forum during
this Rotary year.
The competition was attended by
a record 11 schools. The schools
who participated and their chosen
topics were:
Layer de la Haye C of E Primary
School – “Is it better to be wise
or intelligent”
Bishop William Ward C of E
Primary School – “Why were
there alligators in the sewers?”
Home Farm Primary School –
“Are sports at school really a
good idea?”
Lexden Primary School – “Why
everyone should learn sign
language”
North Primary School – “An
Education Manifesto”
St. John's C of E Primary School
– “Should the Queen follow the
same laws as everyone else?”
St. Mary’s Ardleigh Primary
School – “The Legacy of Litter”
Heathlands C of E Primary
School – “Is it not time for
equality in men and women’s
sport?”
Iceni Academy – “Is face to face
communication obsolete?”

current school curriculum,
and was pleased to hear that
young children saw the value
of learning life skills just as
much as academic
knowledge. She also
recognised the huge
contribution made by
teachers in supporting the
pupils in extra-curricular
activities such as Youth
Speaks.

Kendall School - “Chocolate
Curriculum”
Hamilton Primary School –
“Why the Simpsons is
educational”
The winning school was Layer de
la Haye. The Chairperson was
Teigan Meikle, the Speaker was
George Cock and the Proposer of
the Vote of Thanks was Jared
Ensom. The winners were each
awarded a £10 book token.
George’s talk examined the
differences between
intelligence and wisdom and
came to the conclusion that
wisdom was the more desirable
of the two.

The event was organised by
John Russell, who was ably
assisted on the day by President
R a y G a m b l e a n d Yo u t h
Committee members Bill Ward,
Alan Tindall, Alan Rustage and
Cas Morehen.
The competition was judged by
Jennie Hunt, Barbara Pears and
Andrew Southern, who all
commended the pupils on their
lack of nerves and choice of
challenging subjects. Jennie, as
always, stayed to give each

The Best Speaker award was
given to Felix Sears for his
entertaining speech about the
educational aspects of the
Simpsons animated TV series.

A unique feature of this year’s
competition was the fact that
the talk “Why everyone
should learn sign language”,
given by Lexden Primary
School was delivered by both
the spoken word and sign
language.

team individual feedback, if
they so wished.

The Mayor thanked all the
children for their entertaining and
informative talks that were
delivered with real passion. She
highlighted that some of the talks
had questioned the content of the

Overall a resounding success,
with all participants receiving a
Certificate as evidence of their
participation to add to their
CVs.

Thought for the month: I have often regretted my speech, never my silence. Anon

